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ARTIO·LE VI.
"IS ETERNAL PUNISIDfENT ENDLESS?"
BY JUlY. I'Bo\KE B. I'OIT_,

.oam UADIlfG, J[~

Two years ago there appeared,- anonymously, a little book
with the title, Is " Eternal" Punishment Endle88? It was
noticed variously by different publications, and then apparently sunk out of sight. Recent events have shown, however,
that it had a wider in1luence than was supposed. One respectable edition of the book has been exhausted, and a
second is now put forth,! The new edition has a new preface,
at the close of which the author signa his name, and an appendix containing some critical remarks, and some congratulatory
extracts from private letters to the author; but the text
stands unaltered. It is .unfortunate that some alterations
could not have been made, for the book would do more credit
to its author were it cleared of certain unnecessary convolutions in the argument. The argument is defective in method.
It proceeds in a series of whirls, rather than in the straight
line of a logical di8CU88ion. Such phrases as, " Of this more
at another stage of our inquiry" ; I and, " We shall presently
make a strong objection to the traditional preference," 8 etc.,
are of too frequent occurrence. Such anticipation of the argument has an appearance which a candid writer should be
Is "Eternal" Punishment Endless' Answered by a Be-etatement or the
0rigiDaI Scriptural Doctrine, by an Orthodox Minlater or the Gospel. Second
edition. Botton: Lockwood, Brooke, and Co. 1878. The PIeIace Is ligned,
James Morris Whiton, Williston Seminary, Euthampton.-A recent Engllab
work Is noticed In tbe Britlsb and Foreign Eyangelical BeYiew: Future Puniahmeat; Some currenc Theorlee concerning it Stated and Estimated; to which Is
lidded. View tbat iSIOmech1ng more than. Theory. By Clement Clemance,
B.A., Camherwell. London: John Swan and Co. 1877. The poIition orthla
boot eeemi to be lubttantially that or Mr. Whiton. The preeent Ardele II
deYoted to a reTlew or Mr. Whiton', book.
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careful to avoid, when it can be so easily avoided as here.
The anticipated arguments, when they come, may sometimes
be criticised, also, as not adding enough to what has already
been said to justify repetition.
There are more serious errors of method than this. The
argument does not begin at the right point. cUJ,~ is discussed by itself, and then its primitive alt{,1I, after which
return is made to the derivative. The derivative should be
discussed in the light of the primitive, and not ",ice "erla.
There is an improper change of base in the discussion. The
author first discusses the meaning of ~~ upon the supposition that it is quantitative, and then declares that it is
qualitative. Certainly it is one or the other, and it is no
more than proper to demand that the author should di.secmr
which, and then conduct his argument upon that supposition
alone.
.
While, therefore, we follow our author's general order of
disCU88ion, and consider first the explicit and secondly the
implicit teachings of Scripture, we shall pay little regard te
the order of his subordinate arguments. Let us begin with

the explicit teacA'ff{fl of &rip_e.

•

In the investigation of this subject, as well as of all other
subjects, the ~tudent should proeeed from the simple to the
more complex. What is plain may then be used to elucidate
what is more obscure. Upon this principle we shall begin
with the plainest of the texts, Matt. xxv. 46; with the plainest
of the words used, aloSlI~; and with the simplest element in
the meaning of this word, the meaning of its primitive • •
Upon the derivation of aloSll the lexicographers are DOW
agreed,! It is derived from the root M F, which appears
in Greek in dei, alway., and in our own language, which is
a member of the same family as the Greek, in ever. It is
true that no case has been found in extant Greek where the
1 CuniUI, 585; Fick, verg!. WOrte1'b. 8.V. 1711; Benrrey, Wurzellex.; Ebe1-

u,

Ing, Lex. Hom.; Lid. and Be. I.T.
(6th Eng. eel.), connect with Ad,--.
aetmtlll, Germ. ttDig, Eng. evtr. It il significant that Cremer, who ConnerlylJl.
lowed Grimm in deriviog it from ... "'''', has now gfYell \hiI derivadon in biI
I«ItIIId edition (bibl. cbeol. WOrterb. lice aufl. ••T.)
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uistence of the digamma in
is iJidisputably evident;
but analogy, and the .Latin aewm, destroy the fo.rce,o.f .this

objection.1
The word tiel in Greek has exactly the meaning o.f the word
AI""'1I' in English. This meaning is definite and exact, and
yet the wo.rd is· very. frequeotly used aside from -that exact·
meaning. When strictly 'used it deno.tes endleS8De88, but
when freely used it deno.tes perpetual duration under evideut
limitatio.ns. It might be e~ that 'COnfusion and unce1'tainty wo.uld fo.lIow if the.meaning o.f the Wo.rd might vary
u it really does from strict etemity to the duratio.n of a
few hours, but there is DO. confusion or uncertainty. The
canon to determine the meaning' o.f the 'Word .is simple, and
capable o.f instant applicatio.n by the yo.ungest child. The
yoM is to be interpreied. ILCcorcling to its strict meaning
weBS there is evidence to t'he contrary~ We say, The truth
. will alwaye stand; there is DO evidence flbat, the word altDay_
is to be -restricted, anfl aeco.rdingly we give it U8 full force.
But when we say, This ho.uae.has always stood'he~; there is
evidence that the Wo.rd alway, is to be limited. If we knew
BOthing about the nature of houses, and if there were
Dothing in any other circumstance o.f the case to give positive evidence of the restric~ applicatioo of the Wo.rd alw(JYs,
we sho.uld be obliged o.n the autho.rity o.f this sentence to
number houses among the imperishable things. It is not
enough, therefore, to say·, as our author does,' that the connectio.n of this word settles its meaning, fo.r this is but half
the tl'nth. The wo.rd has a meaning o.f its· o.wn, and this is
a large element in the decisio.n of any particular oose. The
connectio.n sho.ws whether this meaning is to be restricted,
o.r not, and how much restricted, but does· no.t supply, as it
eanDOt d~tro.y, the word'.· o.riginal and positive meaning.
The connectio.n of tW1w with tleL proves at least that it is a
time-wo.rd. Fro.m usage is derived the co.nclusive &rgwDent
u to its meaning. It properly means strict eternity, and is
thus lI8ed in clll88ic as well as New Testament Greek. But
I

IbiAL, CJu1;iu, 186.

,

,

• pp. a. 4,1i.·
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it is subject to the same kind of variations as its primitive
Mt, and is to be interpreted upon the same principle. In
classic Greek it is often much restricted in meaning. It i8
used of man, the utmost of whose earthly course is his life,
and accordingly becomes li/etime. The range of its meano iugs short of strict eternity is very wide.
In the New Testament it is often found in these lower meanings, but it also
rises into its full and proper significance, especially in the
phrase ek TO., aliJJIG, which means just what the English
phrase jOf'ever means. Like jOf'ever, el~ ,-0., alQ,JIG is sometimes used of strict eternity, as in such passages as Rom.
ix. 5, " God blessed forever." But it is very often used in a
popular sense; our author refers to the following examples:
John viii. 85," The son abideth for ever"; or 1 Cor. viii. 13,
"I will eat no flesh forever." Admit that these and other
cases of the restricted application of the phrase may be found,
yet no case has been found in which this meaning of ek To. .
" ...., if allowed the same latitude of application with our
English phrase, does not perfectly satisfy the requirements
of text and context.
From the ~eaning of tJOn, found in this example comes
the word aU.,~. It therefore means eternal. That this is
its meaning in many cases all must confess.l Careful enmination will exhibit more than this. It will be found that the
requirements of every case will be satisfied by this meaning,
but that any other meaning will fall short of the requirement.
of some passages. With this meaning, and with the method
of interpretation above explained, the sacred writers are
found to speak with the greatest plainness; every other
method leaves their meaning often in obscurity. It is bot a
fair presumption that they intended to speak plainly, and if
we are to believe that they did not have this intention, a
great deal of evidence will be required to warrant soch a

p... "

1
Tbe Epithet _lim may denote the eternity or God." The elaborate concordance found at the cloae of another Articlo in this namber (Yid. pp.
305,306), will enable anyone easily to utilfy hilDlelf as to &JU, truth of tbele
rep_tations. The Ulase or the LXX, which il very Important In thia ditcllllion, is alIo Wanted In that .Arciele (pp. 305, 806).
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belief. Until such evidence is furnished, it is our place, in
accordance with all sound principles of interpretation, to
follow the presumption in the case, and while we accept the
Bible as our authoritative guide in matters of religion, to
believe the doctrines thus educed from it. Accordingly upon
the authority of Matt. xxv. 46, unrebutted as it is by any
other passage of Scripture, we must accept the doctrine of
the eternity of future punishment as those words are commonly and properly understood.
The method of our author is the reverse of all this. He
emnines the word tW},1I1O~, and declares that it sometimes
refers to limited time. He then affirms that, in the text
before us, it cannot be known that it is used in the strict
lense. He discovers that tW},1I11J1l is qualitative in meaning,
and then declares that we cannot lag that the qualitative
force in this passage does not exclude the quantitative.
Here is the fundamental error of the book. The author is
guilty of the grave logical fallacy called mistaking the omu
probawli. H tW},1I~ is not used in this passage in its most
extensive meaning, it is for him to prove it. We should
believe that it was 80 used if the text stood alone. Much
more, with the present positive arguments derived from the
context, have we reason to believe it. Vastly greater is
the reason for believing it when the accumulated evidence,
of countless passages of Scripture 1 is presented to us, and
when they give us but one impression, and this that punishment is eternal. Here is a presumption created in reference to the word aJt1w~ which calls for the most careful
attention. We have begun With the explicit ·teaching of
Scripture, but in actual study we do not, and cannot, and
have no right to ignore the anterior presumption created by
the Bible as a whole. The presumption of the case is the
1 They are really II couutl_." ror in every exhortation to tho impenitent, and
- , reference to their condition, tho endl_n_ of their punisbment seems to
1IppeU'," &he background or a picture is eoeu iu ovory pan of h. See ee. .
dally each puaageI .. : Dan. xii. 2; Matt. T. 2S and 26; xviii. 23-35; :uTi.
J6» Lake xvi. 26; John T. 29; ,ilL 21» Deb. x. 26; Judo 6;
11;
xiL a; :&x. 10; xxii. II.

Be,. xi,.
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key-note of the argument. This presumption our author
must rebut, and theSe positive argwnenta answer. Inat.ead
of this, he throws the burdea of proof upon us. He, presents reasons why it is pouibl6 that, in.' this text and
other te.xta, smot etsrnity is. not meant, and then calls upon
us to prove that it is. meant. His argument is' negative,
when it should be positive.1 This is a grave logical fallacy,
and a logical fallacy is never committed without destroying
the tI:Ustworthiness of the result.· Exegetics cannot escape
the demands of logic. Logic is not a soi.enoe for the benefit
of advocates in court, but one upon which allsolllld reasoning
must proceed. The reasoning of this book doea not proceed
upon logical principles, and it is not sound.
It is from the logical stand-point that we make our objection against the author's change of base in the discussion
of the word "lO>Jf~. Such reasoning .would be perfectly
proper for the advocates of the etemity of punishment, for
the presumption is upon their side, and they have only to
answer objections to prevail. They have simply to criticise
the arguments presented by their opponents, and rebut them
if they can. They are like the defendants in court, and the
prosecution must prove its case. In a trial for murder the
defendant may demand proof, 1. that he killed the man j
2. that he killed: him in malice prepeme, and not in selfdefence. The prosecutor's duily is different; he has to present the truth 88 it is. Our autbor is the prosecu~r; but
i This iJ true of the argument 88 a whole. A eembltmoe of a positive lIP
ment i. p_ted npon ppo ~7-69. The acijeo$iM -W..... ia declared to be quJi.
tative and thenfore .. aeonilUl puniahment " is pUDia1uDe:nt of a certain It:iJad. Bu
evidently this doe. not exclude the quantitative foree of the adjective, and Mr.
Whiton does not pretend that it does. Now, here we say, the presumption it,
that this adjective in chi, pasaage Ie uBed of time, and of tI..e without _
What is yOW' proof dlat it does 'DOt 1 To Chis qu..Uon DO ulwor i. pm.
Another apparently positive argument il found in the attempt to limil die
meaning of .1'", and then to diminish the meaning of ~",.,.. The final ~
of this attempt iJ given on p. 17, and it iJ that all whleh the definition n MOuiIa·
gives with any certainty Is this, .. that the punishment belongs to or ocean ill die
aeon or the aeons to come." Granting ao mnch, the preanmpdon in this .,.....
that the puniahment win never cease remalna, and the burden of proot_
lIponMr. Whi&on, a burden which he does Dot take up.
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he argues like the defendant. He Bays, 1. that ~II'~ is
limited in duration; 2. that it does, not refer to duration.
His arguments destroy each other; for such a style of reasoning is out of place.
Let us now examine this argument more in detail. The
method pursued by our author is essentially one of minimizing. It is first shown that cal$1I~ is applied to temporary
and finite objects, like a land-mark or the hills. It is said
to have a more or less extensive meaning, according to the
word joined with it. This is au unfair statement; because
it leaves out of account the intrinsio meaning of the word.
Our author then comes to what should logically be the first
step in his process, and attacks the phrase e~ -rOil aU»1IG.
~ he translates," for the aeon." In such a passage as
)(ark iii. 29, which is, translated literally, "bath not forgiveness forever," the bearing of our anthor's change upon
the subject of future punishment is very evident. " Hath
not forgiveness for the aeon" certainly leaves the impression that the sinner may, at least, obtain forgiveness in
some succeeding aeon. This translation bas, apparently,
the advantage of superior accuracy; but we maintain that
it is inaccurate. It rests upon the idea, advanced by Dr.
Tayler Lewis,! that the Hebrews conceived of time under
the form of a suooeBsion of finite aeons. The argument
in support of this idea may be summarized thus: 'The plural of ~ shows that the proper meaning of this word is not
eternity, but a cycle. It is a great indefinite period, seemingly independent of outward phenomenal measurement.
These indefinite cycles, occurring one after another, make
up the grand progress of eternity. This conception will
harmonize 'with many passages of the Old Testament, and
with certain indications. in other ancient writings. In the
New Testament "U»II has the same meaning. It denotes a
vast cycle, in the future or the past, and eternity is represented as made up of a succession of these cycles. This
1 Euarsu on 01amic Worda. Lange on Ecc1. i.4. Dr. Lewis 11 not to be
held nIJIOIluble lor tbe:tIaeorJ which Mr. WhiCOD bailda Ilpon hia remaru.
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succession is denoted by the plural alQ,~. By the same
mode of speech the present course of things is spok~n of 88
thu aeon, and past duration is represented as a course or
courses of things, succeeding one another under the form of
the aeon, or the aeons, or simply aeons.'
,
This view lacks evidence in its favor. The ontU probaruli
is not fairly taken up. It is true that the meaning cycle
can be derived from the original meaning of the word ~,
which is, "hidden time, i.e. obscure and long, of which the
beginning or end is uncertain or indefinite"; 1 but it is
less readily derived than the meaning commonly accepted.
It is true that the plural form, and especially the use to
which this plural is put, favors the view advocared; but
these peculiarities are easily explained upon 'the common
theory. It is true that repetitions occur, like ~'ir"It ~~
(Ps. xc. 2), and, when translated "from world to world,"
seem to favor the new explanation; but so, if these principles of interpretation are correct, do repetitions familiar in
English, such as forever and ever, favor the theory that the
English-speaking nations conceive of time under the form of
a succession of aeons. The truth is, the language is laboring
to express a transcendent idea, and we hear, as it were, the
straining of the ship's cordage and the creaking of her timbers
under the effort; but this is not her'ordinary condition. Let
anyone examine the passages in the Old Testament containing the word 1:I~'i', and he will find that the meaning
eternity cannot be reasonably doubted. It gives the most
perfect rendering possible for the passage (Ecc1. i. 4) upon
which Dr. Lewis has chosen to found bis theory, if the Hebrew be permitted to use 'language as the English and all
other nations use it, and restrict the meaning of the phrase
forev~,. by the subject in hand. ne contrast is between
the transitory condition of man and the permanence of his
abode: "Men p88B away, but the earth abideth forever."
Even in the solitary instance in which our English Bible baa
1 RobilUlOn'. Geleniu, •. T. Flin& (DaTicbon) .. T.: .. Properly &be ftiIed.
concealed, dark, dilWl&; of unlimi&ed time whether put or ftatare."
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'gentored to render ~i' by UJOf'ltJ (EccI. iii. 11), the meaning
eternity is perfectly satisfactory, and 110 other meaning is.1
But the great objection to Dr. Lewis's theory is, that it
exalts to the rank of a consistent and metapbysical theory
what was at most a poetical and imaginative conception.
Such a conceptiop the~ was, and it is found in tbe New
Testament. Now it appears in a two-fold division of time
between this wQrld and the world to· come)1 Now it appears in reference to the past as ageS.8 Quite common are
• .. Hath let

c:;, in their beart, 10 that no man can find out tbe work that

God maketb fro'; she beginning to she end." Dr. Lewis in hi, comment upon
sbia pueage rejects she meaning or ItIOrldlu.- in his interpretation 01
Be ackoowledges shat tUmitg would give a good meaning; but be applies Lere

=;".
=;"

his new theal')', and in order to do 10 is obliged to cbange the meaning or
from merely aril to -'tl-~. Man ponders upon shis world, this gnlud
CJcle in which events are talr.ing place, and find. shat the true explanation of
events ia not to be gatbered in 10 ahort a space as biB eartbly liCe. .. His angle
vision, even witb the migbtiest aid it bas ever bad, or may expect to bave, is
too sman to tab in more than a few degrees, or a few second, or a degree in
the mighty arc we are &ravening." But wby not ..y tlltlmitd-prdlkm 1 .Aa far
as the point under colllideration is concerned, Dr. Lewis's tDI1rld-prOOkm does
not diter from dtp'Ja~ If _ld is a great epocb of immeasurable extent 10 ia tUmity. A man in view of tUmity may see tbat tbis life gives him
too sbore a space to find the explanation or God', dealings, as well as in view
or the awld. What is gained in tbe idea Implied in the word .. are ", If Dr.
Lewi, baa made any contribution to tbe Interpretation of this passage, does it
consilt in the element Indicated In his words, II 88 things go round! .. Let tbe
reader 88k bimself sbia question 88 be rnUl through the comment, and be will
.., the WIIubitantial character or thi' thool')'. Bnt interpret =;i:p tUmitg, and
Dr. Lewi,', principle of explauation makes the passage pertectly plain.
S Matt. xii. 32. Onr author makes tbi. P88I8gO tributary to his Tiewa by
......ting It: It sball not be forgiven blm either in this aeon or in the one to
he. TlaiI may imply that in lOme luceeeding MOn it will be furgiven. But thia
rendering, and tbe validity of this implicadOll, depend upon the theory above
preleDted, and not the thool')' upon this passage. Without tbe thoory the plIlIaage it perfectly plain.· Tbe two-fold division of time i. as evident 88 need be,
ad the pera1lel ~, Mark iii 19, makee it, If possible, plainer. But postulare the theory, and this passage and others may be inrerpreted in accordance
witb It.
• po 5. II In ncb connections certainly if the word denotes duration at all, it
Is duration ended rather than endleu." Ended tJRd eodl_, we should Bny;
eaded at tAU end, to be sure, but endl_ as proceeding from an origin infinicely,
or wben restricted by the context, indefinitely diltaut. In tbe foot-note, p. 5,
Tit. L I (" In hope of eternal life, wbicb God, tbat cannot lie, promised before
the wodd began") is said to refer to certain ~iN periods of she past. TbIs

or

VOL. XXXV. No. 138.
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the intensive fol'Dll, like .k 'FO~ alI;,~ ,..~. Bu*
this is poetry, and poetry it is when found in other laDguages. The biblical writers bad no idea of setting np a
theory of time; they are not speaking mathematically, nor
does anyone in our day under similar circumstances. If
there were any evidence that this was a philosophical theory
soberly held, if tbe passages quoted to sustain it were philosophical in character, and not rherorical, if they were not
abundantly explained upon the common theory, the neW'
theory would have more in its favor. But it is supported
by no valid arguments. It bas its origin in the mysticism
of those wlW propound it. The method of criticism upon
which it depends would make ridiculous nonsense of every
highly impassioned passage in oratory. A speaker wishe8.
to impress upon the United States Senate the ruinous effectB
of .a false. financial policy, and closes his speech with the
words: "Senarors of this Republic, it is the voice of History,
sounding through the ages, that if we pass this bill its evil
effects will endure forever, and ever, and EVER." The critic
says: "Forever and ever and ever," - that ~ a curious ex~
pression. What can it mean? "Ever," - that can't mean
strict eternity; for then he wouldn't use a seQ.ond ever. The
first would cover the whole ground. " Ages," - 0 yes!
evidently there is a succession in his mind, - yes, a suooe&sion of ages. He means by the first ever one period or
cycle; by the second ever, another; by the third, another.
Of course he means more than he says; for we are not to
tie him down to strict accuracy. He means that one age
may' roll away, and then another, and then another, and
perhaps one or two more,&before the evil.will cease. Evidently his idea is cyclical.
The really accurate translation of .If oro., czlt:,1/WI is, therefore,
forever. The effort to break down this meaning rests upon
i8, at least, not beyond diJput.e. Alford .aY' &ha' it reIera to e&erDity. God bad
purpoaea which he formed in eternity, and benee &hiI form of exp~ Tbia
eternal pnrpoee wu the origin of &he promise made in time. 80 Rom.
u
{" The revelation of the my8tery which _ kept 8ecre& liace the world bepD.'.,
The idea it, "aeTer before kDowa."

m.
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an untenable theory. Detin.tion: and usage both favor this
meaning. It satisfies all the requirements of the case.
When the Bible dee1ares of those gnilty of a certain sin that
they 81m11 not have forgiveness forever,l it means what it .
sa18, ~d not only takes away the warrant of all hope, by
neglecting to promise forgiTene88 at some future time, but
shuts out all hope, by defini~ly proclaiming that there shall
never be forgivene88.1
The attack upon the word tJ4,JI was designed to show
" that there is DO single word that regularly carries the
meaning 01. our word e~mity."8 If this could be shown,
obviously the meaning of caUtJl~ would be greatly weakened.
But there is a separate attack upon alt:w141;, and to that we
now turn. The minimizing method. of the book is somewhat
differently applied to this word. As we have seen, the
meaning of strict .rnity is conceded to it in certain cases ;
but because it is sometimes used of such objects as the hills,
which are not strictly eternal, it is argued that when it is
1lBed of punishment we cannot say but that it means 'Very
imtg, instead of strictly etemal. If the word is used of strict
eternity, the con~xt or the nature of the subject must clearly
show this to be the case.
This method. of reasoning, as we have already remarked,
involves the logical fallacy of mistaking the onu8 probandi.
But ·there ,is another fallacy involved in it. It makes a
demand for more evidence as to the meaning of a word than
the nature of the case allows. Against Buch reasoning no
word could retain its proper signification. To discover the
least extensive meaning of a word, and then say that it can
never be positively affirmed to mean more than this least
extensive meaning, is absurd. Our author remarks that the
word "everlalting itself has this variable meaning,.accorciing
Mark iii. It•
• Mr. Wbltoll brlDP forward certaiD .,..... to prove a limbed 1188 of dae
pImue en ,"fir .,... iDclependeD&ly of thi. argumeDL The method is tbe same
plU'lUed with the word aU""" aDd doea not Deed special aueD~oD. Tbe passages are: John xiv. 16; 1 Cor. Till. 18; Bob. T. 6; 1 PeL I. 25; \'id. p.18aq.
• p. 18.
1
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to the connection in which it stands...••• No one is misled
by the varied use of the word, because the comlection in
each case defines it." 1 Does he not see that to quote an
English word is to supply materials for his own refutation!
The wo~ "everlasting" sometimes has a meaning, of very
limited extension; and yet it may be positively affirmed, at
times, that it is infinite in extension, because, through and
in all its uses, it has a meaning of its own. It is not like
some animals, to take its color from its surroundings; it has
individuality. We restrict it when circumstances call for
its restriction; but otherwise we do not. Applied to God,
it takes its full meaning; because there is no evidence that
it should not. Applied to future punishment, it takes its
full meaning; because there is no evidence that it should
not. In the face of the phenomena of language occurring
in the every~ay speech of millions, to demand that whenever
the various words for eternity are used in t.heir fullest signification there should be some positive evidence that it is so, is
to make a demand beyond all reason. It is a demand leading
to strange results. Should ever a dispute arise as to the
proper eternity of God, the method of argument which our
author employs might be successfully used to prove that the
Bible docs not teach the doctrine! On such principles the
Bible is really no longer the standard of appeal. It becomes
a book unable to furnish evidence enough to answer our
doubts.
I have said that no word is secure against this kind of
assault. The very word wbich our author puts upon the
title-page of his book is as variable in meaning as alo;lI~.
Endless trouble may be very transient trouble. Our author
quotes certain words which he says are the "appropriate
Greek words to express the idea of endlessness with precision." It is a significant fact, in his estimation, that the
writers of the New Testament never used these words, but
employed one so" elastic and ambiguous" as Cllo)~.1 But
any, word would become elastic and ambillUous if subjected
1
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to oUr author's processes. Our author specifies dmorAlmw,
ch-eMUnp-", and Mr~fH'I"'"' But dmorAvr" is applied, by
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, to the power of a human insti·
tution. l 'A~ will hardly be able to maintain its
character as a precise word with our author, when he looks
at Luke i. 88, where of the mediatorial kingdom of Christ,
which he himself says will end,2 it is said: oil" 'n", oriA.or;.8
'A~ has little enough claim to preci8ion, in face of
the example which our author himself quotes (1 Tim. i. 4),
".endle88 genealogies," which, of course, were not strictly
endle88; but still le88 claim has it when we hear Strepsi.
&des, in The Clouds,' impatient for the morning, exclaim:
TO 'XFIJ14 orQ;p JlVI&'TQ;p &Top Mr~pavrop. The" appropriate
word to express with precision the idea of endlessne88"
here denotes 80 endle88 a thing as one night.6 If precision
i8 in question, the precise meaning of these words is often
nothing more nor 1e88 than uninterrupted, continuous-as
we say: the ever flowing river; meaning: the unintel'rnptedly flowing river.s It is an old remark,- but elaborate research only makes it more eVident,- that of all the
words used to express the idea of eternity, . 1 ' , " is the
most precise.
1 Dion, B. A. R. 10 c. 81, ,.fI rlj. er,,,.,.,,X'" Aur~.".•• r....,. "pd,.... Ct.
If• . Blemm., p. 817 JIal, /ltWw'- "..",• .,. nl ~",.. PhOL Epla&.,
128, p. 170 A~.. u..,tlAw_.

po 14.
• M,.. Whiton 88U (p. 8) why in the cburch creed orthe lixth century "end.
_ " .... added to define "eternal." We reply that a hew term may be used
merely for cJeara_ in a dilputed cue without iJDplyIDg &hat &he old term ....
illCOl'l'eCtly ueed in the lIUIle HII8eo When a Baptist 8&yl \hat baptism should
be by immersion, he does not mean to admit \hat the word baptism does not in
iIIeIf mean immersion.
4 line 8.
I Vide Pind. N. 8, 88, ..at.. A...".",.•. Eur. Ked. Ill, ~ ~
1CAf' _/p.
.
• C1eoricins, .r,..r•• 1nroHMI _I,."• ..".,JPOII. The pbrue .It .,;, 1,,,n,,l,
iIlnstratel the use of nch expressions. It is used 01 the strictly eternal perfec.
lion or the saints, Heb. x. 14; or the lacriflce 01 Chrllt which will never be repeated, Heb. x. 12; 01 the uninterrupted conrse 01 the Jewish Acriflcea, Heb.
x,l; and 0( the prielthoodof Melchlsedee (which will end when Christ's does),
Reb. Yii. 8. On p. 17 Mr. Whiton ub why the word HI.., i8 Dever used in·
l1li4 of
Ba& If
II anbttelligible, HI... wonld have been allo.
I
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We come now to the change of this argument from one
base to another. It is now said that cJaW~, when applied
to future punishmeDt, in Matt. xxv. 46, is not quantitative,
but qualitative. The argument for this ata~ment may be
briefly summed up in what can be said upon a single ten:
'.' This is life eternal, that they might know thee, the only
true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent" (John
xvii. 8). From this text the principle is deduced that etenuJl
life denotes primo.rilyl not life of a certain limg1h, but life
of a certain kind i that the idea of perpetuity inheres in it
fIOt primaril1l, but" only so far as the qualities themselves
which charaoteriZ& that life are vital, progressive, and enduring."
To this argument the reply is simply this: .~, in
flUch expressions, has a qualitative meaning, but this qualitative meaning is not primary, as our author says, but secondary and metaphorical. The primary meaning is quantitative,
and even in the text quoted is not excluded by the more
prominent qualitative force of the word. Eternal life means
primarily, life without end. This is what is strictly denoted
by the words; but they COJlZl.ote much more. The Englisb
word eter.nit!l itself, which indisputably denotes endless time,
connotes much more. The high employments, the sacred
joys, the peace, and the holiness of heaven are all suggested
by the word. Etemallife, in the same way, becomes a ricb
phrase, laden with meaning to every Ohristian heart. It
becomes almost a compound noun, in which the word eternal
falls into the background. It signifies, most certainly, a
peculiar kind of life; for it expresses that communion with
God which is referred to in the context. But under all this
is felt, like the deep bass of an organ, the primary meaning,
in that these joys are promised by the ..,~ word tlu:,Jlu)~ to
be never ending.
That this is the primary meaning of the phrase a short
examination will show. Lay aside all prepossessions, and run
through the examples as given in the concordance; simply
1

pp. 47-48.
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asking the question in each case whether tJU,JI~ is quantitative or qualitative~ Not a single example will be found
where the quantitative meaning is ina.dmissible as the primary
meaning. Some examples will be found where the qualitatative meaning will satisfy the requirements of the context.
Some will be found where both me8.nings are applicable.
And some will be found where the quantitative meaning is
absolutely demanded; e.g. John vi. 54, " Whoso eateth my
flesh and drinketh my blood hath eterna1life, and I will raise
him up at the last day." It is the most natural explanation
of tbis phrase to say that Ohrist speaks of a life which shall
continue forever.. But when we compare VB. 58, we see that
this is in fact the idea had· in mind: "This is that bread
which came down from heaven; not u your'fathers did eat
manna an~ are dead; he that eateth of this bread shall live
forever." John x. 28 is equally conclusive: "I give unto
them eternal life, and they shall never perish, neither shall
any man pluck them ·out of my hand." The same idea is
twice repeated for the .sake of giving strength to the statement. If anyone should say that "eternal life" cannot
mean endless life because Ohrist goes on to add that they
shall never perish, which would be an unnecessary addition
if such was the meaning, the reply is, that u the second and
third members refer to the same thing, so do the first and
second. The repetitions are not made for the sake of makiIlg distinctions,. but for the purpose of adding strength.
John vi. 47, " He that believeth on me hath everlasting life,"
may be compared with V8. 51: "If any man eat of this bread
he Bhall live forever." 1 The prinlary meaning of a word is
1 Other pusageI are John m. 16 and 36; T. i4: Rom. Ii. 7; .. Whosoever
belieYeth sball have everluting life." or course dIi8 meaus much 11lOI'II than
mere duration; but dmt does Dot prove tha. it does !lilt mean duradon. - II To
them who by patient continuabce in well-doing _It for glory and honor and
immortality, etemallifb." In lbia pusage certainly II Immortality" implies more
than it expresaee; but its implications do not destroy its expreaaions. 80 it il
with II eternal life." It is a common use or language to gift great depth of
meaning to expreslionl denoting duration. Thus we lay: Old age is a bl....
big. We do not mean that mere duration ia II bkaing, for it may be passed in
miaery. 0111' principal thought i. engaged upon the comforts and rewards IiIa&
a&Wnd it. Still the idea ot duration lieI a' the bull of the whole.
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sometimes completely lost in its tropical uses; but surely
when, as in this case, a meaning is never' absent in the various uses of a word, the argument that it is the'primary meaning is as strong as need be ; and when it can be shown to be
the meaning given by the word's. derivation, the argument
becomes too strong to be overthrown.
All these attacks are directed against the common interpretation of ,Matt. xxv. 46, for this text is most justly
regarded as deciding the contest one way or the other. Hit
is to be left as it has previously been understood the ancient
doctrine stands. The attempt is therefore made to weaken
its force, and make it seem to give an uncertain sound. This
attempt must be pronounced a failure. The word caleW&of is
not originally qualitative, but quantitative; and here the
whole context makes the quantitative force the more prominent. In its proper quantitative force it signifies eternal,
and can only be restricted by the limitations of the circumstances of the case. In this passage no limitations can be
made. We cannot limit it by the nature of punisbment, for
until we have read this passage we know nothing about the
actual length of punishment. We cannot limit it by the
context, for the whole force of this is overwhelmingly against
limiting it. But standing unlimited it teaches eternal future
punishment.1
Turning now from the e:cplicit let us come to the implicU
teachings of Scripture, or, in other words, to the impression
which the Bible makes upon the candid reader.1
1 Mr. Whiton'. remarb upon lOme of the other explicit ta&l are unftrt"
of him. II Unquenchable Sre" ("'11,,"0. p. 19) is clearl1 explained bJ &be
parallel expreuion: II Where the worm dieth Dot," John iii. 86 must mea
that the BiDner will be pnniahed fbr eYer. If he If tIIolllIGt -Iile," when .." he
_ it! N_I Mr. Whiton calls thi' an "Ulumption " (p. lIl), and II WnRlng the Scriptures" (p. 2l1). If chis i. wresting, what is inflerpretiq' Oar
. author's method of interpretation _ s to be II to ,bake the head, and pall on.II
The ezprellion, II He that belieTetb Dot the Son," mUlt be undentood 1CiCOJd.
lng to the general tenor of Scripture. It means belillftth while the ofI'tr of &be
ppel is held out. That oft'er will at length be withdrawn, and then the Iin_
will he irrecoverabl,lost.
• We .hould Dota in t.hia connection the impreuion wbich ChriIt's wordlm1ll&
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The importance of this argument has often been overlooked.
It is evident that the Bible is made for the people. It is
written in the popular language, and is adapted to the. popular
mind. Men in general are not to be reached or impre88ed
by single texts here and there, but they are very quick to
take the general impre88ion of a book, and to gather its
taehings as a whole. Their" Greek instinct" is not highly
developed, but they will gather the plain truth of tile Bible
in spite of the slight mistranslations which disfigure the
pages of our excellent English version, and which are 80
misleading to scholars. How often does the scholar present
in a sermon an idea to him wholly new, elaborately developed, and derived from authorities in Latin and Greek and
Hebrew and Arabic and Coptic, to find, to his confusion, that
some plain Christian in his congregation had become familiar
with that very idea from his English Bible years before. It
is the glory of the Christian religion, and a truth upon which
scholars should ponder before they venture upon novel in·
terpretations, that the spiritual insight of faith affords tile
truest source of sound exegesis. It is the gift of the Holy
Spirit which makes a man a competent expounder of the
Bible. This gift bas been promised to lead us into the
knowledge of divine things. It is promised to the lowliest
as well as to the most learned; and often the humblest
obtains it when the proud loses it. The Bible has been constructed 80 as to favor a spiritual interpretation. In all
languages its great truths are equally plain, but ill no language are they to be discerned except spiritually. Give me
the judgment of the great majority of plain, honest, candid,
patient, and laborious readers of the Bible, and I will bow
before it with more reverence than before the most learned
prelections of an unsubmissive mind. Let me know the imbaYe made upon the Jewa with their ideal .. to future punuhment. They beliend the puui8hment to be eternal. Christ did not oppose their belief, .. he
oPJlOBCld their belief on many 8ubjects. They mUll haTe underatood him ..
lUIetioning their belief. Be used their worda fbr exprel8ing it. - Compare
Jeaephu, Bel. Jud. iL 8, 1.; Andq. xTiiL 1,3.
VOL. XXXV. No. 188.
.7
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pression made by the Bible upon the great mass of Christiana,
and I will test the productions of scholarship by it.
Upon the doctrine of future punishment the impression
made by the Bible is perfectly plain. It stands, and alwaya
bas stood, in favor of the doctrine of the eternal conscious
BU1Jering of the lost'! Over the vision of the judgment-day
-there is a dread aspect of finality. This is admitted even by
our author, who cites a number of paaaages in illustration of
it. The verdict of the common sense upon these passages
has always been, and always will be, the 8&lDe: The sinner's
case is hopeless.1
But here our author asks a strange question. "A finality,
no doubt," he says, " but how much of one?" 8 HDUJ.d
of a finality? Can finality be divided? If a thing is done, it
is done. True, a thing may be done in one aspect ·and not
in another. The question may be asked, A finality, but in
what respect? But this is not the case in hand. Our author
bas asked his question correotly. The finality suggested by
the Bible is a finality in respect to time, and in the same
respect our author asks, "How much of one?" This is
playing fast and loose with language. Upon such principles
of criticism the Bible can never mean anything. Either
there is an aspect of finality or there is not. Both the
negative and the affirmative cannot be true. If the aspect
of finality does exist, are we to rest entirely upon it, or is
there evidence to contradict our first impressions? If thOle
impressions are permitted to remain, finality is finality, aDd
hope is shut out.
Tbis attempt to parry what is acknowledged to be the
impression of the Bible must be pronOWloed a failure.
Yet this attempt must succeed, or our author's book must
fail 8S a whole. The impression of the Bible that the sinner's
case is hopeless is admitted, and, indeed, seems to form in
part the groundwork of the book. Very solemn passages
1 It is iDte1'eIting to Dote how mauy tutl Mr. WhitoD i8 obliged to expWa
away in order to bring the Scriptures into harmODy wi&h bia
Vld. IlOtiI
p. 857, for the tutl which he tabI DP.
S P. II.
• P. 81.

Ti....
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occur, enforcing the fact that the Bible excludes every ray
of hope.1 But this is in total contradiction of the conclu- .
sion to which the whole argument is directed, that the punishment of the sinner is not declared to be endless. If it
is not declared to be endle88, then we may hope that it
is not endless. The sinner's case is not hopele88, for he
may be full of hope. In fact it is evident that the writer
of this hook hopes .that the sinner will be relieved of punishment, either by restoration or by annihilation, and that
this hope of his is a very strong one. The common doc- .
trine is h fraught with horror" to him,S and rests upon him
88 a "tremendous burden." 8 To dispel this horror, to
relieve this burden, that is, to open the door of hope, was
thls book written. Yet he dwells upon. the fact that the
impre88ion of the Bible is that the sinner's condition is
hopeless. Contradiotion is thus found in the very marrow
of the argument. The author does know exactly.how he is
drifting, or exaotly what it is incumbent upon him to prove.
To the two fundamental fallacies already pointed out, this
adds a third, a kind of ignoratio elmcki.
The reasonableness of the inquiry, how much of a finality,
is supported by reference to the oase of Adam.' God thre8.t.
ened him with death if he should eat of the forbidden tree.
Be knew of death only as he saw it in the brutes about him,
and it must have. seemed a finality in their case. Yet it
would have been.an error for him to have argued to a specu- .
lative doctrine of extinction based upon that threat.
This argument is inconclusive, because it is not plain that
the case is in point. The author forgets upon whom rests
the onus probandi. We do not know that the threat seemed
to Adam to portend such a death as the animal died, or that
it did not seem to portend eternal death. The· writer of
Genesis has not given us, it may be, the exact language used
by God, or all that God said.. He knew that his readers,
baving possession of the facts of the case, would know that
God. did not mean. immediate physical death, because it was
1 pp.

lll, 50, 60, 81, 87, 98.

I

p. 81.

• p.llll.

'p.88.
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not inflicted; and for the same reason that they would understand that more than an ultimate physical death was threatened, although they could not understand fully what. With
the far clearer light of the New Testament we are as ~lly
ignorant as Adam of the full significance of what the Bible
calls death, though we know enough to say that the sentence
will be such ~s we shall approve, and that it will be terrible in
the extreme. So it probably seemed to Adam. Tbere is no
evidence that he was surprised at the punishment inflicted,
whether filled with joy at a milder sentence than he expected,
or cast down by a mqre terrible one. He was surprised and
confounded by God's immediate discovery of his sin, as guilty
consciences are surprised to-day; but there is no evidence
that he had formed any idea of God's meaning which the
.
result did not justify.
A deeper argument is presented in a half sentence upon
the same page as the above. Even if there were any absolute finality in the sentence of future punishment as pronoun.ced in the Bible, God would not be bound to execute it.
God does not" by the terms of his threat preclude himself
from acting as emergency" mayarise. l Some have put the
argument thus: God is not bound by a threat as he is by a
promise. A. promise gives a right to the recipient of it from
which he who makes it cannot free himself merely by his
own act. But a threat gives no such right. If any right is
conferred it is the right of punishing conferred upon the
threatener. This he may freely resign witbout referring to
any other being, because no other being has a share in the
conferred right. Accordingly the threat of future punisbment might be perfectly clear, and yet God, if he chose,
might disregard the threl1t and annul the penalty.
Upon the speculative question underlying this argument
we have little to say. It is true that in human affairs veracity is not pledged by a threat. Yet this seems to us to be
one of the results of the imperfection of man. Pardon is
provided for in our systems of government, but it is to remedy
lp.81.
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evils that arise from their imperfection. It seems equally
clear that God's veracity is pledged by his threats, except in
cases where a change in the circumstances introduces such
modifications that it is evident the threat was never intended
to apply there. rhus the threat 9f eternal punishment lleed
Dot be executed upon all sinners because of the atonement,
and because of the trust of some therein. The threat was
evidently never intended to apply in such a case. Eternal
punishment was threatened to sinners, thing, remaining fU
they were. But this is not the place for the discussion of
such questions. We are discussing the argument from the
Bible. It is enough, in order to ans~er the argument now
presented, to point out the fact that the Bible does not leave
the question merely in the realm of law. The threatening
of the law is as plain as need be, but the Bible rises into the
higher realm of prophecy. It does not merely declare the
law, open the condition of pardon, and utter the threat for
the future, but assumes the task of telling us what will
actually take place. This is the impression which the Bible
has always made upon Christians. The eschatological revelations are not merely minatory, but prophetic. It is prophesied that not all men will repent in this life. That prophecy
is certainly fulfilled. It is prpphesied that there will be a
day of general judgment, and that the wicked and the righteous will be gathered before Christ the judge. This we
believe will take place. The prophecy is then added that as
an actual fact there will be a division, and some will go away
into everlasting punishment and some into everlasting life.
These words have been shown to mean what they say. Other
expressions are added in great numbers to deepen the impression here made. Explicitly and implicitly God bas indicated what he tDiU do, and no distinctions about the difference
between threat and promise, however applicable elsewhere, .
can release him from executing his declared intentions, or
excuse us from expecting him so to do. Prophecy must be
fulfilled.
Our author goes on from this point to examine particular

•
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passages relating to this branch of the subject. Here he
insists upon strict construction.1 So do we. He makes
objection's to the use made of Christ's remark about Judas
(Matt. xxvi. 24): "It had been good for that man if he had
not been born." Some of. these objeotions we are prepared
to re-echo. To distil rhetoric in the retort of logic is a
gross exegetical error on either side of tliis discussion.
But to deprive the rhetoric of all its force is to commit an
equal error. The rhetoric was meant to leave some impreasion, and it is fair to ask whali impression? When Christ
wept over Jerusalem the fate of that city was settled. The
same aspect of finality belongs to his lament over Judu.
The air of hopelessness with which Judas is spoken of in
this passage is like that in the Acts, where it is said that he
bas gone to his own place. Hopelessness leaves no hope.
If there is no hope there will be no change.
We would strain no passage. We would make no un~
mntable inferences from passages which are not intended to
speak exactly to the point in question. But it is an equal
error to refuse to ~ke any inferences. We should make
every proper allowance; but it is neither common sense nor
good exegesis to 'say that language is to mean nothing more
than the most restricted interpretation forces upon us.
Such a process would make the most eloquent passages of
literature dumb. It would convert the tropical exuberance
of Bengal into the tropical aridity of Sahara. If Rev. xxii.
11 II calls to " an immediate and present decision of a future
state," 8 what is the Datural inference as to the alterability
of that future state? True, it cannot be affirmed with the
positiveness that belongs to a mathematical demonstration
that such a decision will be forever unchanged, and if a mu
insist - as o~r author would - upon demonstrative evidence
for everything, he may call such an inference a "jump"';
but if, under similar conditions, a man were offered a bargain
in our public marts, and refused it, he' would expect to find
that it had gone completely out of his control, and would
1 p. 40.

I .. Be tha& II UDjus1 let him be UDjut atW," aile. •
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dismiss it from his mind. Such would be the impression
made upon him, and upon that impression he would act.
We are to follow the, same principles in securing for ourselves heavenly good which we follow in securing earthly
good. The method of reasoning in both is the same. Religion is not removed from the operation of the laws of
common life. These laws are the laws of inductive logic,
and upon them is founded our argument for the Bible. If
they are not .substantial enough to furnish 1l$ with a system
for the interpretation of the Bible when given, they are
not substantial enough to give us the Bible to interpret.
It is at this point that we see the logical results of the
method which this· boOk employs. We have already seen
that it destroys any doctrine of the Bible - such as even the
eternity of God - which the reader has not previous reasons
for believing. It is now evident that it destroys the Bible
itself. Nothing will satiafy our author but the most explicit
statements; and when he finds what purport to be explicit
statements he subjects them to an examination before which
no statements in the power of human language to frame
would be able to maintain their place. He never asks, What
is it, on the whole, probable that they mean? or, What is
logically involved in what they evidently mean? but always,
What is the least possible meaning to which they can be
reduced? This least meaning is all that he will admit in
proof of a doctrine.1 This is to demand demonstration, and
not proof. The discussion is not formally transferred to
the domain of deductive . logic ; but a degree of evidence is

I

1 On

ncb a principle of interpretation there is no promise of die Holy Spiri&
CbrilcUms to-cIay. Such puaage8 uJohn xn. 7-11 do not malte the prombe. TbeIe JIIIIIHPI Jefi!r to the twelYe diaclplea g&&bend be1bre Christ. .. I
wiD _d him unto you. "He will lepro.,e the world of lin," eec., i.e. under
,.,. ministry. There i. no demon8&ration dla& he had in mind any ha& the
apoedee. He may haTe had in mind also the ilII_ _ IUCCII8OI'II of the aposdea
at he did in his pnLyer, John xYii. 10, "I pray (or &hem also which Ihall be*e on me through tAeir word," - ha& we do no& latnrI, wha&ever we may 'lain!;
tbat he referred to anyone else, and 80 we canno& be lore &hat he promised the
SpiN 10 anyone ha& the apostles J Now &he chareh will neTer be impGllld
upon by dlat atyle of ftIUOIIiDc.
to
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asked :which the inductive sciences can never give. It is
upon arguments none of which are demonstrative that the
proof of the Bible is founded. The number of these arguments, their character, the harmony with which they coincide
in one result form a body of proof which is properly regarded
as unanswerable, but which is not demonstrative. If our author
should apply the same style of criticism to the arguments for
the Bible, they could not stand before it. The argument for
the existence of God, the argument for his attributes, the
argument for the truth of the sacred writers, for the credibility of the miracles, and for the inspiration of the Bible,
would all disappear. Our author has not followed his reasoning to its logical results, and is unconscious of its real
character; but, however unconsciously, he bas used a criticism
as destructive as the most malignant rationalism. It has
begun by making the speech of the inspired authors unintelligible; it will close by shutting their mouths. Its true drift
cannot fail ere long to be perceived, and upon such a tide
the evangelical church will not be content to doat. The sea
of atheism is before it.
One more topic in this book, and one only, we shall at
present notice.1 Speaking of the aspect of finality which
the Scriptures cast upon the fate of the wicked, our author
says: "We are obliged to acknowledge that the theory of
the endlessness of future punishment is not the only theory
that will agree with the language of despair which the texts
before us employ. If the wicked were ultimately to be
annihilated as the result of' aeonian punishment,' that pros1 I paa over the historical argument fur lack or space. In any argumen'
from the fadaen one fact should be borne in mind: Theologr bu been • growth.
The moat fundamental doctrines of the Cbriatian aebeme are fuund in a Vfl'f1
rudimelKal'y condition in the early writings. Tbe doctrine of the AlOnemeD'
W8I not developed ·till a very late period. Tbe doctrine of Jnstification by
Fahh waited fur ita Luther. Yet the drift or tbinga in the early cen&uries ".
toward these doctrines, aDd the fact &bat &bey were not fuund in clear and _
plete 8tatementl i. no argument against &bem. The fatbera held the doctrines
or religion u th8y are contained in the Bible, in the solution of practical forma.
Scientific tbeolO(Q' is like a precipitate "bich falla npon &be addition of &be
JIlOper reagent. Thill reagent WQI loug unapplied.
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pact would agree equally well with the hopelessness of tone
in which their punishment is .foretold." 1 The goal of the
argument of the whole book is here revealed. The writer
believes, with more or less firmness, in the ultimate annihilation of the wicked. This doctrine is not presented as the
teaching of Scripture; but the design of the book is to furnish
a basis for it in a negative exegesis. The hope of restoration
is discussed somewhat at length; and, while not positively
excluding it, the author's argument tends to discourage it.
Somewhat more at length ultimate annihilation is discussed,
and the slight po88ibility hinted at in the above extraot
is expanded into a somewhat faint probability. To this
discussion we now torn.
The basis of whatever argument is presented for ultimate
annihilation is, as we have said, the negative exegesis of the
book. The punishment of the future world, according to
this book, is "aeonian," that is, existing in eternity, not
etmaal. .A. sinner must therefore be punished after death;
bot that the punishment should end is not inoonsistent with
the biblical representation; because these represent it merely
as oceurring in eternity. It may be continued no one knows
how long, and yet finally cease, without oontradiction of the
biblical language. With the ruin of this exegesis the whole
8ubsequent argument falls. Future punishment is represented
in the Bible as eternal, and this proves that it will never
end. This will finally be found to be the conclusive answer
to all forms of the argument for annihilation. The cruder
forms, which depend professedly upon the Bible for their
Apport, but are based upon a quibble about the word death,
and these more refined forms as well, which dismi88 the
Bible from the witnesa-stand to put upon it their own notions
about the effects of sin, are unable to answer the straightforward presentation of the biblical doctrine. They are all
Itranded upon the word aWJI~, espeoially as that word is
explained by the general drift of the Bible; and however
they may seem to endure for a while, they will never perl
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manently satisfy the mind of any candid reader of the Bible.
The foundation of our author's argument is therefore
destroyed by the true interpretation of the passages already
examined. It may lfe well, though unnecessary, to consider
the subsidiary arguments urged by our· author in favor of
what degree of probability he chooses to attach to this view.
Sin is represented under the form of a disease, which
grows worse and worse, and may finally wear the sufferer
out. The figure is a good one, perhaps, for popular instruction, but a poor one for theological discussion. It is understood by our author in a sense which 'renders it positively
erroneous. The choice of sin has no such effect upon the
sinner as disease has upon the human body. It does, to be 8Ul'e,
cripple the power of the will to resist eVil, but it strengthens
its power to choose evil. Resistance to ·truth produces insensibility to truth; but it produces sensibility to error.
"The moral instincts" do" become benumbed" 1; but tlie
immoral instincts, if I may 80 say, become excited. The
moral' momentum downward must be considered in two
aspects; for it is at the same time away from good and
towards evil.' It is possible that our release from our
earthly bodies may increase the spiritual capacities of the
lost, as well as those of the redeemed. If 80, their capacity
for evil may grow and grow with their hourly malignant
evil choices, as the capacity of the righteous will be increased
by their choice of God. May this not be "constantly pro-'
gre88ive, and yet never complete"? I . This does not look
towards annihilation 80 much as towards the final permanence
of moral character. The most natural inference from such
consideratious is, that as the wicked will always be volant.
rily sinning, so they will always deserve and receive the
disapproval of God; and &8 they will always be increasing
in sin, 80 their punishment, instead of growing less and less,
will grow greater and greater. Thus·the rational argument
is seen to be insufficient, as our author suggests,8 to prove
the doctrine of annihilation.
lp.53.

·p.68.
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A subsidiary thought in respect to the nature of punishment as consisting "primarily in a deeper and deeper in·
volvement in sin ", requires a passing notice. If this were
so, it might support somewhat the theory of annihilation.
It might appear that God had put within us certain foroos,
tending finally to destroy us, and then left us to the outworking of those -forces. But the impression of the Bible is
that the punishment of the future world is inflicted by God,
and has an objective character. It is a voluntary act on
God's part, and immediately so. It is an expression of
something on the part of God, and is of such a character
that, whether external or intemal to the BOul, it must be felt
as coming directly from him. Pain, - if that word be used
quite generally, - pain infiicted by God as an expression of
his disapproval of the sinner is the proper definition of
punishment. As God's rewards are not the mere outworking
of natural laws, but he rmile8 upon his children; so his
punishments are not the mere outworking of natural laws,
but he jrcn.tm8 upon his enemies. The biblical images of the
gnawing worm and burning fire are not meaningless, but
refer- to the positive character of punishment. H it were
enough to interpret these figures as referring to remorse, it
must be· a remorse which could not wear itself out. Even
if remorse of itaeU would tend to die away, God must, according to these representations, so amiet the lost that their
. remorse will ever be excited afresh. If the redeemed will
look upon Christ, and reflecting upon his grace be filled
with wonder and praise, the loat, in oontemplation of him
whom they have pierced, must be filled with confusion and
despair. Much of- the deadening effect of constant feeling
in our present state arises from our bodies. It may be that
the spiritual body will be fitted to promote all spiritual exercises, whether in heaven or in hell. Punishment, therefore,
instead of tending to a close, may increase with the increase
of sin. Here, again, the rational al'g1)D)6nt,. wheJl properly
conceived, fails to support annihilationism.
1 p.

5J.
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One or two feeble attempts are made to bring exegesis to the
support of this part of the essay. An argument is derived I
from 1 John v. 16," sin unto death." Death is the renlt of
sin. Therefore it cannot be that death which is sin, as men
are said to be dead in trespasses and sins. Therefore it refers
to extinction. The last is too great a leap. The nrgument
is sufficiently refuted by pointing out the fact that our
author has fallen into a confusion of ideas in comparing
death in sins with the death spoken of in this passage.
Death in trespasses and sins has nothing to do with it
one way or the other. Such a death is not referred to in
the context, and in fact the phrase is not Johannean. The
word " death " .is used, here as elsewhere, of punishment;
and the only possible argument for annihilationism wbich
can be derived from this text is from the word " death" itself. Our author does not present this, knowing how vaIn&less it is. The teaching of the text is perfectly plain. If
the Christian falls away after conversion his case is beyond
the reach of prayer.
A.nother . argument, still more feeble, is derived from the
fact that the Bible never joins _Jl~ with (JONTO';. Death
itself is not said to be eternal. But if it had been, how easy
for our author to interpret such a phrase in perfect accOrdanee with his own views! It would be simply death in a
coming acon. Thus there would have been DO force in the
phrase if it had been used.
1

p. 57.

[An unezpected wanl of l,.a compell

111

to omh a pangraph which _

deaigned to cloee thil Article. The paragraph leknowledpl tha& Mr. WhiIaa
intends to be perfectly candid, and to hold the balance with judicial equity. SliD
he seems to have been warped by hi, feelings more than he iI aware. This 'P'

pears in luch expreuionl.1III p. ix, .. God l1li diltinct from lOme of hil exposi.
tora "; p. 61, .. doctrino Ihwght with horror"; p. 22, .. tremendoDi hardeu;"
in the general implication throughout the book that the defendera of the ortbodos
doctrine are laboring nnder prepoaaeaion.; 'rid. pp. 28, 34, :'17, 38, 43, 66, 72;
in hie treatmenl of Prof. (President) Bartlett, Tid. epee. pp. 6,27, 7lt; in die
quotadoD IIUIde UPOD P. 86 tiom a Boman Cathollc an&hor.)
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